If you can’t read this, it might be time to learn more about "Phonetics and Phonology" in the upcoming Module 1 tutorial. If you can read it and agree, come anyway.

The tutorial "Practising Phonetics and Phonology" offers you the chance to improve your pronunciation and transcription skills. The course provides space for up to 90 participants and not only introduces you to the SLZ, short for Selbstlernzentrum, which allows autonomous learning on the computer, but also to both of the programmes Sephonics and Connected Speech. In small groups, you are encouraged to deepen your knowledge on different problematic areas, for example, the differentiation of sounds, the International Phonetic Alphabet, phonemic transcriptions and suprasegmental phonology. These terms might not sound tempting for everyone; some might already feel overwhelmed reading them. But be assured: Phonetics and phonology can be enjoyable—especially if you become better at it. And keep in mind that it’s all about learning by doing.

As both of the topics are reoccurring aspects in the English study programme, this tutorial offers sustainable support on your road to success. Divided into three sections, it not only helps you to enhance your theoretical background knowledge but also provides you with additional practice time. Ongoing review processes will play a major role to address your individual weaknesses and turn them into strengths.

Are you ready to become a master of English sounds? Don’t hesitate. I can’t wait to welcome you soon.

See you!

And remember: Be a schwa - it’s never stressed!

Feel free to contact me: stev9824@uni-landau.de

Einführungsveranstaltungen im großen Konferenzraum C1

Group I: Mon 27 May, 12.00-14.00
Group II: Tue 28 May, 17.00-19.00

Registration: Details in your M1.1 class